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PAOE NO.......ï$S...liVE
PLACE DATE TIME

SUMMARY OF EVENTS
REFERENCE TO 

APPENDICESCamp Borden 26-8-44 ÎÎÆîr^Ti^ f ; the Pilot, R214029 L4C MacFarlan., 

no mechanical failure apparent 0* the oilto recover and abandoned the aircraft. There wa^ 
Ontario. apparent a* the pilot. The aircraft crashed three miles North-West of Cookstown® 1/

27-8-44 Sunday. No flying.

The usual church services

0745 hours ceiling 7000', visibility 3 miles. 
Flying time 110*35 hours.

Bdenvale* Flying washed in at 0800 hours.

were held.
28-8-44

Mi<rh+ u F1Fin6 washed in at 0800 hours.
Night flying washed out. Out at 1J.OO hours.

Washed out at 1430 hours. Flying time 25*40 hours.
An initial practice was held this evening at I830 hours

0800 hours ceiling 4000',
Flying time 330*20 hours.

■»

* on the rugby field.
29-8-44 visibility 10 miles.

• Night nym, £l?ïX'i: “ 0800 hours- Washed out at 1700 hrs.

Bdenvale: Flying washed in at 0800 hours. 

A Camp Borden Lacrosse circuit has been
Out at 1930 hours, 

firmed with two 

evening the Station W.D. team ofltscored the

Flying time 73*30 hours, 

army teams and No. 1 S.F.T.S. being represented.

•visitors from No. 1 Training
In an exhibition contest last 
Command by a score of 6-3.

Night flying washed out 0100 hours. Night flvinc tim. oft .en u30-8-44
0745 hours ceiling and visibility 

Flying time 363*10 hours. Night flyingê
Bdenvale* Flying washed in at 0800 hours. 

The educational Film "The Nazis
Out at 1715 hours. Flying time 85*00 hours, 

strike" part 1 ^nd 11 was shown in the station theatre at ldOO hours.

The weekly dance Was held this 
enjoyment of the dance t*evening in the airmen's mass to the music of 

was somewhat impaired by the unwelcome an army orchestra. The 
presence of a skunk in the near vieinity.
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